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Greetings fellow CNASA members… 

 

As 2011 winds to an end we can look back on a good year for CNASA.  

 

Our membership has grown, particularly in Quebec where, for many years, we only had one steadfast member.  We 

hope to continue to grow – there is now more need than ever for an active and visible National Club working to 

safeguard our wonderful breed.  

 

We’ve had a host of CNASA sponsored events across the country.  There was a successful Regional Specialty in 

Alberta and another in Manitoba.  There was an equally successful Herding Trial in BC, Ontario had four Boosters 

throughout the year and we had our ”first ever”  Booster in Quebec. So in 2011 we became more “visible” with a 

CNASA sponsored function in five of our six Zones!  A huge vote of thanks is owed to the hardworking members who 

made all these events possible.  Our hope for 2012 is that we will truly have a coast-to-coast presence with CNASA 

sponsored events in all our Zones ☺ 

 

2011 also saw us return to publishing the Quarterly – regularly and on time!  Doing the newsletter is a lot of work and 

takes an enormous amount of time, but it’s been a “labour of love” for the Newsletter Committee.  They should be very 

proud of this year’s issues, though I imagine they are somewhat dismayed over the lack of input, or feedback, from the

membership   This does beg the question of whether or not you, the members, even want a newsletter! 

 

Looking ahead to 2012 we’re hoping to retain our present membership and see even more growth for the club.  And 

the board was pleased to give the go-ahead to our Quebec Director for another Booster in the province next year.  

Boosters are a great way to show a club presence, and are really easy to do, so we’re hoping for more of them next 

year. 

 

But there won’t be any Ontario Boosters next year - the big event for that Zone will be hosting the Fourth National 

Specialty!  Plans for this wonderful showcase of our wonderful breed are well in hand, and there’s a complete 

“progress report” from our National Committee elsewhere in this issue, and information being added all the time to the 

2012 National website (http://2012national.cnasa.ca). 

 

As always I’m happy to hear from any members with ideas or suggestions so please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

 

Wishing you all a Joyous Holiday Season and a Happy and Successful New Year with your Aussies…  

 

 Until next time… 

 

http://2012national.cnasa.ca/
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I knew from chairing the 2008 National 

it was going to be as stressful as the las

 

Early in November I was contacted by L

show venue!!   

  

The building they had been using is ow

(LCA) were unable to find another site t

Committee for LCA was probably close

 

But there was another option for LCA (a

Club had folded and their mid-July date

oldest established All Breed Clubs in Ca

were a host of other clubs also asking f

 

Decision time for the National! 

 

We could look for another host club with

HAD to stay in that geographical area o

CNASA with her minimal charges for st

the red as to make it impossible). Or we

 

The final decision was easy.   

 

Heather could accommodate us for the 

there are no other clubs in the area that

days of All Breed points (with decent en

 

The next big question was what about o

“contracted” since the end of August!   

 

“Dog people” are the greatest, because

And  there is a God because all three a

 

22001122  NNaattiioonnaall  NNeewwss  

that we were looking at a lot of work to pull it all together – but I had no idea

t few weeks have been . 

ondon Canine (our All Breed host club) and told that they had lost their 

ned by the town of Tillsonburg and has been put up for sale.  The club 

hat could accommodate them for their October dates.  No doubt the Show 

 to suicidal... 

nd us if we chose to stay with them for our National).  The Oxford County 

s were up for grabs.  LCA applied for those dates, and being one of the 

nada had a very good chance of being granted them (even though there 

or them).  But the final word from CKC wouldn’t be known until December! 

 dates closer to our “hoped for” October dates – keeping in mind that we 

f Ontario because of the Herding (Heather Forbes is so incredibly good to 

ock and facility – to do Herding elsewhere would have put us so seriously in

 could stay with LCA and move everything up to July. 

all important Herding Trials (Thank you Heather – you are amazing!) And 

 we could work with, and certainly no other clubs that could offer three 

tries), six Obedience Trials and six Rally Trials at ANY time in the year. 

ur judges?  Our Conformation, Futurity and Sweeps judges had all been 

 all the judges were very understanding of the situation we were put in.  

re able to work with our new date ☺ 

Continued…
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We have Herding & Agility, we have judges, we have a host club, and we have a location that will work with ALL 

the plans that we had in place already.  The only thing we won’t have is the three months for the final planning that 

we would have had for an October National…. 

 

But it CAN be done – so we have opted to move the 2012 National forward to July 12 to 14 in conjunction with the 

London Canine Association All Breed Show in Tillsonburg July 13 to 15. 

 

Complete updated information is on the Nationals website 

(http://2012natiional.cnasa.ca) but briefly the scheduling is as 

follows: 

 4 Herding Trials July 12th at Glen Erran in Ingersoll 

 Agility July 13th at the Poodle Farm in Vanessa or on the 

show site – TBD 

 Futurity, Sweeps and Regular/Non-regular Conformation 

July 14th in Tillsonburg 

Three All Breed Shows, six All Breed Obedience Trials, and six All Breed Rally Trials July 13th to 15th in 

Tillsonburg, 

 

With less time to get this all pulled together it’s a good thing the National Committee has been hard at work on all 

the initial planning!   

 

Our amazing Herding Chair, Heather Forbes, has risen to the occasion with her usual efficiency and wonderful “no 

problem” helpfulness so Herding is all looked after – right down to on-site catering for the exhibitors! 

 

Our Hospitality Chair, Sue Meulemeester, has things well in hand for the morning “meet and greet” coffee and 

goodies for all events, and has been able to move up our plans with the caterer for our Banquet on the Saturday 

night. 

 

Our Futurity Chair, Kelly St. Jacques, now has to deal with a change of dates for litter and individual nominations, 

and will be doing a lot of posting to “remind” everyone about getting their entries in for this event.  She’s put 

together a “Futurity” page for this newsletter so please read it and get those nominations in ASAP ☺ 

 

Our Fundraising Chair, Gail Stephens, is under the gun because our objectives for fundraising for this National are 

ambitious!  She has planning well underway for a Silent Auction at the National but would appreciate LOTS of 

member help with collecting things for the auction!  She has already done a successful 50/50 draw the weekend of 

the ASCO Specialty that netted us $200, and there are plans for more of the same for next year’s show season.  

Tanya Wheeler is running a Herding Instinct Test for us in the Spring with the majority of the proceeds coming to  

Continued… 
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               the National fund.  But the push will be on to raise more money in the shortened time frame available, so help with 

fundraising initiatives from other zones would certainly be appreciated, so you’ll probably be hearing quite a lot 

from Gail in the months ahead! 

 

The National Committee decided early on to try something different for prizes for this National!  ALL prizes and 

awards for the 2012 National (with the exception of the MVA Awards and the prizes for juniors) will be CASH. 

 

It’s our hope to do enough fundraising to cover the costs of all our Rosettes and Ribbons so that the amount of 

each cash prize is the amount for which we receive sponsorship.  So our Best of Breed winner will go away with 

$150 in his/her pocket.  Our class winners will get $50 – enough to more than cover entry expense or pay for part 

of a tank of gas! 

 

In the current economic times, and considering all the expenses that go along with exhibiting a dog, we think this 

somewhat “radical” idea will be well received.  All the people I’ve asked about it have said they would far rather 

have the money than some (possibly) useless artifact – time will tell. 

 

But that does add a lot of extra pressure to the need for Sponsorships! 

 

For the 2008 National in Ontario the response to Sponsorships was amazing!  As Sponsorship Chair I can only 

hope to do as well for this National!  I am encouraged to see that already, without really putting on a push for 

Sponsorships, we have a number of awards covered.   

 

My plea to all members is that you please consider Sponsoring a class or an award (the list is up on the Nationals 

website - http://2012national.cnasa.ca/sponsorship.htm), or, if a class sponsorship isn’t in your budget, then please

consider donating a few dollars to the general fund to help cover the costs of our ribbons and rosettes. 

 

And if anyone would like to help with anything to do with this National you’ll be welcomed with open arms ☺ 

Contact information for all the National Committee members is on the National Website… 

 

Until the spring. 

 
2012 National Chair 

alchera@sympatico.ca  
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Our Manitoba Regional Specialty w

 

'Thank you' to Shannon Cole for he

 

We had a lovely entry of 13 specia

There were also 4 lovely altered bo

 

I can safely say that Brandon, Man

 

Best of Breed was  CH Hop

 

Best of Opposite was won by CH S
of Merit. 

 

 

 
MMaanniittoobbaa  RReeggiioonnaall  SSppeecciiaallttyy  
 

as a huge success!   

r hard work and also 'thank you' to all who came and participated!   

ls and 16 class entries, which included 4 veteran bitches and 2 veteran dogs.  

ys in the ring, as well as a brood bitch entry!   

itoba has never seen that many Aussies at one place, at one time. 

e Wind He's So Rav'n 

 

tormridge Isn't It Obvious and CH Westpaw's Aces High received an Award 

Winners Bitch/Best of Winners was 

Harmony Hills Hot Topic and this win finished her CH! 

Continued…. 
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Winners Dog and Best Puppy in Breed went to Risk'N Hope's Lite My Fire. 

 

Other winners were: 

 • A-BOB/WD - CH Kinring's All That's GoodonFriday HA SDI RE PCD 

• Overall Best Veteran/Best Veteran Female - CH Timaru's She's All That 

• Best Veteran Male - CH Kinring's All That's GoodonFriday HA SDI RE PCD 

• Best Herding Titled - Harmony Hills Hot Topic 

• Brood Bitch - CH Kinring's Let Her Fly 

 

 

High Scoring Aussie - Obedience  

CH Kinring's Honor and Valour CGN PCD TT HT 
New CD and two all-breed Altered Best in Show! 

 

High Scoring Aussie in Rally was CH Debarge Canadian Sunrise CD and Kinring's Flooded With Attitude 

came home with a new PCD. 

 

Congratulations, everyone! 

 

As well, a big 'Thanks!' to all that supported through class sponsorship, silent auction prizes or items for the 

welcome bags - it was all greatly appreciated! 

 

Rhonda Shewchuk 

CNASA Director, Zone 3 

 

 

 

 

And the Board would like to take this opportunity to thank Rhonda 

and all her helpers for putting on another successful Regional Specialty! 

 

Congratulations on a great event – well done ☺ 
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"There is a cycle of love and death that shapes 

It is a cycle unlike any other. To those who have

willingness to give our hearts with full knowledg

how small a price we pay for what we receive; o

measure of the joy we have been given."  ...Suz

 

Our hearts go out to you at the loss of these lad

memories of times shared. 

 

Rest in Peace Bri and Favor… 

 

Bri 
 

Ch. Debern As Promised to Fireside  

 

Gail & Nigel Stephens 

Kirribilli 

 

PPaassssiinnggss……  

the lives of those who choose to travel in the company of animals. 

 never lived through its turnings or walked its rocky path, our 

e that they will be broken seems incomprehensible. Only we know 

ur grief, no matter how powerful it may be, is an insufficient 

anne Clothier 

ies.  They will live on in their offspring, and in your cherished 

 

 

Favor 
 

CKC ASCA Ch Sonrise Tell Me on Sunday 

 

Debbie Markowski 

Caitland 
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CCaalllliinngg  AAllll  BBrreeeeddeerrss::      SShhoowwccaassee  yyoouurr  BBrreeeeddiinngg  PPrrooggrraamm  

iinn  tthhee  22001122  BBrreeeeddeerr  FFuuttuurriittyy!!  
 

CNASA recognizes that as committed breeders, you put enormous time and effort into your breeding decisions 

and the development of your breeding programs.  To encourage, celebrate, and reward your continuing efforts to 

breed the best possible Australian Shepherd, one that conforms as nearly as possible to the breed standard, 

CNASA is proud to sponsor the 2012 Breeder Futurity, to be held in conjunction with the 2012 National Specialty, 

July 14th, 2012. 

 

The futurity is a unique and exciting way to showcase your breeding program.  Interested breeders will nominate 

their litters and then make incremental entry fee payments over time as the event approaches, necessitating an 

objective re-evaluation of the individual pups over a number of months – and a corresponding restatement of the 

breeders’ belief in the quality of their breeding decisions. 

 

Puppies that will be between the ages of six months and twenty-four months of age on the date of the event are 

eligible to compete in the 2012 Breeder Futurity.  At the event, all entry fees will be divided up as follows: 15% will 

go towards Futurity expenses; 30% will be split 60/40 between Best In Futurity and Best Opposite in Futurity; 20% 

will be divided evenly among the Selects of Merit; and 35% will be divided evenly among the Selects in the 

classes. 

 

Don’t miss this golden opportunity to trumpet to the Aussie world your continuing commitment to making our breed 

the best it can be 

. 

Full program rules and entry forms are available on the 2012 Nationals website:   

http://2012national.cnasa.ca/futurity.htm  

 

Kelly St. Jacques 

2012 National Futurity Chair 

hit2b@rpgers.com  

http://2012national.cnasa.ca/futurity.htm
mailto:hit2b@rpgers.com
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Zone 1 – Jessie Dare 
 
Seasons Greetings to all of the C

 

Hope your fall and winter has be

outside with dogs. 

 

Zone 1 has been pretty quiet sin

however, I was fortunate enough

past September. 

 

What an amazing experience it w

names.  We shared many laugh

again in the future! 

 

The planning for our own Nation

prestigious event.  Show off you

networking for those of you who

start your planning for the 2012 

  

Wishing you all a Merry Christm

 

Jessie Dare 

sendoaaussies@gmail.com   

CNASA Director Zone 1 -  BC/Y
 

NNootteess  ffrroomm  tthhee  ZZoonnee  DDiirreeccttoorrss  

NASA Members, 

en as mild as ours here in the Kootenays and you were able to enjoy some time 

ce the last newsletter so unfortunately I don't have anything to report from the zone, 

 to attend the ASCA Nationals in Wisconsin with a few of the other club members this 

as to be surrounded by so many outstanding Aussies and to be able to put faces to 

s, some tears,  and came away with memories to last a lifetime, and a plan to do it 

al Specialty is well under way and I encourage you all to make the effort to attend this 

r dogs and be proud of the accomplishments you've made with them.  It's also great 

 are newer to the breed and aren't familiar with many of the people in our breed.  So 

National in Ontario! 

as and a safe and happy New Year. 

ukon 
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Zone 4 – Marney Cook 

 
Hello Ontario and CNASA memb
 
Well here we are again approac

 

Another show season winds dow

members, breeders, and their ex

 

CKC/ASCA Ch. Ninebark's Hear

first Agility titles at Pre-Shows an

Valerie's Ninebark dogs had clas

won the ASCO Specialty at Lond

Ontario Bred from Terry Browne

Porsche..  Gail Stephens’ (Kirrib

WB/BoWs,  Lisa Wensley (Wenl

Anne Marie Miller.. 

 

A successful fund raiser was he

50/50 draw organized by Clare a

Nationals coffers.. 

 

Anna Hewson's ThundeRun dog

Rock finished his title with multip

ThundeRun Spirit Within..  Kees

Anna and Ch. ThundeRun's Tha

Luck!! 

 

Glad to know our editor Sandra 

 

Gail Stephens welcomed a new 

Congratulations on the new arriv

 

NNootteess  ffrroomm  tthhee  ZZoonnee  DDiirreeccttoorrss  

ers..  

hing another winter season..  Too bad I don't enjoy the winter as much as my dogs... 

n..  Fall had some lovely wins and class placements at ASCA Nationals for Ontario 

tended canine family :-).. 

t Of Darkness - Bash earned his 

d a Premier..  Several other of 

s wins/placements :-)..  Bash also 

on Canine..  Opposite was another 

's (Terwin) Kennels the lovely 

illi's Outta This World) "Mars" was 

isa) bred WD shown by his owner 

ld during the London KC event..  A 

dded an additional $200.00 to the 

 

s have had an exciting fall!!  Announcing New Champion ThundeRun Rock On..   

le BPIGs and a lovely Group 2 win!!  Following in his footsteps was half sister 

ha earned 4 points and a BPIG with 2 days of showing at Georginia - well done!!  

t's The Spirit are off to compete at Show Of Shows - we are wishing them Best of 

Czarny is back from a wonderful family trip to Israel!!  What an adventure :-).. 

litter on September 25 out of Tye & Powder..  Details are on the Kirribilli website..  

als!!   

Continued…. 
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 On a sad note Gail & Nigel lost long time resident Bree - Ch. Derbern As Promised To Fireside..  Bree produced 

several champion, & titled offspring - her presence is featured in a number of Kirribilli dogs..  Bree had a long happy 

life under Gail's care - we extend our condolences for your loss.. 

  

Exciting news  - Karen Cunningham's bred by girl AKC Ch. CedarPaws Makin' Waves is back home in Canada!!  This 

girl was only out to a few CKC events shown by Karen is now a CKC Champion and a Group winner!!  Congratulations 

Karen!!! 

 

Bev Hurst had a very successful season competing in Agility with her bred by dogs..  So many titles I'm going to refer 

you to Bev's brag :-)..  Congratulations on all those wonderful letters at the back of your dog's names!! 

 

Another fun weekend at GLASC over the American Thanksgiving!!  CKC/ASCA Ch. Ninebark Heart Of Darkness 

picked up several BoB wins for owner/breeder Valerie Yates & Cathy Cole..  They're off to HONYASC Lake Effect the 

first weekend in December..  Sue Meulemeester & Tango were Reserve to a major at one of shows!!  Our Quebec 

Director Caroline Carrier traveled to Michigan - enjoyed the show and some class placements!! 

 

Valerie's ASCA Ch. Ninebark Wishing Well made her debut at Caledon..  She now only needs 2 points for her CKC 

Championship - a great start to her career in Canada..  

 

And as I write this I look forward to the last of our Ontario Boosters coming up at the Brantford show on December 4th..

 

All the best for Happy Holidays and a great New Year with your Aussies!! 

  

Marney Cook 

blktri@vianet.ca  

CNASA Director Zone 4 - Ontario and Nunavut  
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Zone 5 – Caroline Carrier

 
Bonjour à tous les membres de 

 

Si vous avez des nouvelles à no

envie de partager la nouvelle, n’

 

De plus, si vous avez des idées,

pour amasser des fonds pour le

part!!! 

 

Étant donné que c’est probablem

vous souhaite un super temps d

amis ainsi qu’avec vos amis à 4 

 

Au plaisir!!!!! 

 

Caroline Carrier 

sweetnsour@hotmail.fr  

CNASA Director Zone 5 - Quebe
NNootteess  ffrroomm  tthhee  ZZoonnee  DDiirreeccttoorrss  

 

la zone 5, 

us faire part comme un nouveau Championnat, des gains, des titres et que vous avez 

hésitez pas écrivez moi et je pourrai mettre vos résultat dans le mot des directeurs. 

 pour des campagnes de financement 

s Nationaux, n’hésitez pas à m’en faire 

ent le dernier contact avant les fêtes, je 

es fêtes entouré de votre famille, vos 

pattes!!! 

c  
 

 

mailto:sweetnsour@hotmail.fr
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Zone 6 – Angela Slauenw

 
Hello CNASA Members! 

 

Here in the Atlantic Provinces ou

year.   

 

Although entries in conformation

lots of beautiful Aussies in the rin

.  

Congratulations to all who finish

champions from Jalameer, Nova

 

As the weather gets colder we lo

and they can no longer swim, pla

 

I would like to take this opportun

  

Angela Slauenwhite 

angelaandcollin@hotmail.com   

CNASA Director Zone 6 – Atlant

 

NNootteess  ffrroomm  tthhee  ZZoonnee  DDiirreeccttoorrss  

hite 

r show season is over for another 

 were down in general we still had 

g 

ed dogs this year!  We had new 

coast and Starwood.     

ok forward to our first snow.  Although our dogs are upset when the pond is frozen 

ying in the freshly fallen snow seems to make up for it.    

ity to wish a Happy Holidays to all of our CNASA members!  All of the best in 2012! 

ic Provinces  

 

mailto:angelaandcollin@hotmail.com
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A ‘Veteran‘ — whether active duty, 

life, wrote a blank cheque made pa

 

This is the tale of one veteran whos

back to life. 

 

Warrant Officer Butch Boucher has

Air Force and is a highly decorated

 

In 2008 Butch received duty instruc

Quebec.  The original orders indica

 

Butch left behind his family, his wife

and daughter Rebecca.  Normally w

emails.  This time, shortly after the 

worrisome, it is a fact of life that mil

phone call at some point with an int

family. 

 

This time when the phone call cam

Africa, off the coast of Somalia”. 

 

The ship had been sent to Africa to

people in Somalia.  The mission wa

and merchant vessels were hijacke

dangerous mission filled with unkno

most dangerous place on Earth – a

 

Butch returned home on Christmas

and communication during his miss

 

But this was not the Butch that had

emotionless, he couldn’t listen or co
AA  VVeetteerraann  aanndd  HHiiss  DDoogg……  
                                                                  By Shawna Wiebe 

discharged, retired, or reserve — is someone who, at one point in his or her 

yable to Canada for an amount of “up to, and including his life”. 

e cheque was cashed by his country, and a little dog who is helping bring him 

 been a member of the Canadian Forces for over 30 years.  He serves with the 

 officer with a long list of tours and postings. 

tions for a sea deployment aboard the Canadian Navy ship, HMCS Ville de 

ted that the ship was to be part of a NATO exercise in the Mediterranean. 

 Theresa who is herself ex Canadian Forces; his twins, Kayleigh and Anthony; 

hen Butch is deployed the family looks forward to regular phone visits and 

ship deployed, they lost contact with Butch for many days.  Although 

itary families understand.  It had happened before, and there was always a 

eresting story of what Butch had been up to during his time away from his 

e all Butch said was ‘we are no longer in the Mediterranean; we are now in 

 perform anti-pirate duties and escort and protect food shipments to starving 

s to be 30 days in length, but in the end, it lasted 5 months. Many cargo ships 

d in the pirate laden, shark infested waters off the coast of Somalia.  This was a

wns and many stressful situations.  Somalia, a lawless country, was named the

 title it still holds today. 

 Eve.  His family was very happy to be reunited, they had missed him terribly, 

ion had been very poor. 

 departed for duty.  The man that had returned was different; he was edgy, 

ncentrate, he couldn’t remember things, he had developed nervous twitches,  

Continued…
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he couldn’t sleep, and when he did he would scream, yell, kick, hit, and thrash around, he didn’t even like the 

same foods as Butch….. 

 

This man was anti social, refused to go out in public, wouldn’t attend functions with friends and family; when he 

was forced to be in public he would only stand with his back to the wall in a position where he could see everyone 

and monitor the entrances and exits.  He was very suspicious of everyone.  Extremely sensitive to loud noises.  

This man no longer drove like a law abiding, careful driver; he drove like a maniac and exhibited road rage at any 

vehicle that came up alongside the car, cut off the car, or just looked ‘suspicious’ (which was pretty much all 

vehicles).  This man refused to speak to family, even his wife and children; he just sat in a corner, back to the wall, 

and watched….he became more depressed, and eventually suicidal.  The kind, loving, gentle, and patient, Butch 

no longer existed. 

 

Butch was eventually diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder – a diagnosis that was 1 ½ years in the 

making. 

 

The cure for PTSD you ask?  There isn’t one.  This is a lifelong condition.  Therapy and medication can help 

manage the symptoms, people can learn what tends to trigger their symptoms and how to cope with them, but you 

can never avoid all the triggers, and PTSD will never go away. 

 

Butch’s wife, Theresa, was researching everything she could to find new methods of helping people with PTSD.  

Through her research Theresa learned the US Military was using Psychiatric Service Dogs (PSD’s) with returning 

veterans suffering from PTSD.  The dogs can be trained to assist with symptoms including anxiety, panic attacks, 

night terrors, social outings, etc..  Theresa’s research also found that PSD’s cost approximately $50 000, but if you 

bought your own puppy, and attended the service dog training classes for 2 years, the price dropped to about  

$25 000 - $40 000.  And, there was a service dog training centre in their home city! 

 

Now to find the perfect puppy!  PSD’s need to start training between 8-14 weeks of age; the breed is not as 

important as the temperament and bond that the dog develops with its owner.  Theresa and Butch decided on an 

Australian Shepherd as the right match for Butch.  They contacted Australian Shepherd Rescue and Placement 

(ARPH) and waited for many months before a puppy became available. 

 

A little red tri female puppy with eyes as green as Butch’s entered their family.  The change in Butch was 

immediate.  The night terrors stopped, he was happier, even willing to venture out for a walk with his new partner, 

Skittles, at his side.  Butch attended classes with Skittles and she quickly completed 2 levels of obedience and was

excelling in her service dog training. 

 

Butch began to speak to people.  People would stop and ask about the beautiful young Aussie wearing the  

 

Continued…
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‘Service Dog in Training’ vest.  Butch began to speak about PTSD, the invisible injury that so many of our veterans 

suffer from. 

 

And then the day arrived for Skittles to be spayed.  Butch was already very worried and agitated; he didn’t want to 

be parted from his dog.  Everyone reassured him that dogs are spayed every day and Skittles would bounce right 

back and be her happy, playful self in a day or two.  Butch left Skittles at the vet at 9 am. 

 

Tragedy struck. 

 

Theresa’s cell phone rang shortly after 9 am.  It was the vet explaining that as they were inducing anesthetic, 

Skittles had died.  Butch fell to the ground and was sobbing uncontrollably.  Theresa, in disbelief, called the clinic 

back and asked if this was really happening?  How could Skittles be dead? 

 

They drove to the vet to pick up her body.  Butch held her in his arms the whole way home; he carried her to the 

front porch and sat with her in his arms for many hours, praying that she would wake up.  Skittles never awoke and

Butch had lost another friend and partner. 

 

Finally he buried her with her favorite toys beneath his bedroom window, a place she had loved to sit with him, and 

a place where Butch says she will always watch over him when he has his night terrors. 

 

Butch cried.  He cried for days.  He had not shown any emotion since returning home from deployment, never 

mind crying, so in some ways maybe Skittles had helped to heal him in her short life. 

 

The news of Skittles placement with Butch as a potential PSD had spread throughout the Aussie rescue 

community; and then the devastating and tragic news of Skittles death shook the community.  As a group, ARPH 

volunteers wanted to find a new puppy for Butch.  The problem was that it needed to be a young puppy; most of 

the dogs that come into rescue are teenagers. 

 

When I heard of Skittles passing and the search for a new puppy I realized that I might have the perfect solution.  I 

had a beautiful litter of puppies; parents are champions with lovely temperaments, CKC/ASCA/AKC registered, all 

health clearances, an incredible pedigree filled with beautiful dogs with superb temperaments.  The perfect puppy 

for Butch might be in that litter! 

 

I offered to test the litter at 7 weeks and see if there was a puppy suitable for PSD training. 

 

Many breeders use a tool called a Puppy Aptitude Test which helps indicate traits like social attraction, willingness 

to work with people, acceptance of physical restraint, touch sensitivity, sound sensitivity, sight sensitivity, etc..  

Along with a breeder’s observations of the puppies behavior for 7 weeks, knowledge of their parents, ½ siblings,. 
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aunts, uncles, grandparents, etc.; this gives a breeder a pretty good idea of the type of temperament that a puppy  

will develop as it matures  

 

The test requires an experienced tester, a helper, and a recorder.  It’s performed by someone that has never met 

the puppies before and in an area where the puppies have never been before. 

 

So all 6 puppies were packed into the van and off we headed for Michelle Rogowski of Cassbar Kennels, a 

breeder of performance and champion Shetland Sheepdogs.  Michelle has been temperament testing litters of 

puppies for over 20 years and has experience with a wide variety of breeds.  The puppies were amazing to test; 

what a super group of pups! 4 or 5 pups had the potential to be a PSD, but I had my eye on one little girl that I 

thought would be perfect for Butch. 

 

I sent Butch and Theresa a copy of the test results, a bio of each puppy, and letters from families who owned close 

relatives to the puppies and wrote to describe the temperament of their dog and how they reacted to various 

situations and what they were like to live with. 

 

I told Theresa that I knew which puppy I would choose but I wanted to hear what they thought first. 

   

Theresa printed off all the information and made copies for Butch, herself, the trainer at the service dog school, 

and the behaviorist for the service dog school.  They each went to a different area and read through all the 

information, thought about each pup, and then made their choice.  When they met to discuss their picks, they 

found that remarkably they had all chosen the same puppy!  And even better, it was the puppy that I felt was right 

for Butch! 

 

 

When I heard, I quickly sent them a picture of their puppy – we had done the 

selection ‘blind’ so as not to be swayed by the cute factor!  No worries, this 

little girl would have won on cute factor too! 

 

Butch had a name in mind, but he kept it a secret until the puppy was 

chosen.  So Spirit, a little black tri female puppy, was headed off to Butch 

and Theresa’s home!  Kinring’s Spirit of Grace. 

 

I arrived at the Air Canada cargo terminal at 6 am; puppy and crate in tow, 

along with a giant care package….Spirit and I had a little shopping spree 

and picked up a nice dog bed, LOTS of awesome toys, a collar & leash, a 

name tag, treats, a bag of food, etc… The cargo fellow just looked and said 

“I haven’t had my first cup of coffee yet”. 
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They decided there was no way that we could duct tape a care package that was larger then the 200 VARI kennel 

TO the 200 VARI kennel.  Problem. 

 

While the nice fellow drank his coffee and pondered the issue I chatted to him about where Spirit was going and 

what her job was going to be.  It turns out that this fellow is ex Canadian Forces and he also told me that his best 

friend returned with PTSD and tragically killed himself. 

 

Suddenly there was a shift in the attitude towards how all this stuff was going to get 

to Ottawa.  Multiple cargo workers were busy working at the computer and cursing it 

when it wasn’t giving them the answer they wanted.  If we sent the care package as 

regular cargo it was going to cost an extra $200; knowing that I was donating the 

shipping cost, these guys were working to find a legal way to send the care package 

as close to free as possible.  After lots of work it cost me $1 to ship it to Ottawa! 

 

I asked for one more favor – would they be able to ask the Ottawa cargo workers to  

quickly decorate the crate with some Canadian flags before bringing Spirit out to Butch?  Emails went back and 

forth, and the answer was yes. 

 

The Ottawa cargo guys did a lot more then that!  Hearing Spirit and Butch’s story, they sent a runner out to meet 

the plane as it was landing, the first item off that plane was Spirit!  She was whisked back to the terminal, crate 

decorated, and in Butch’s arms within 15 minutes of landing!  Plus all the guys came out from the back and shook 

Butch’s hand and thanked him for his service.  A very touching  and emotional moment for Butch and his family. 

 

 

Since her arrival Spirit has been a busy busy girl!  She and Butch attend 

the Courageous Companions Psychiatric Service Dog training center 

almost every day.  They also take regular obedience classes.  Spirit wears 

a ‘Service Dog in Training’ vest that allows her access to any location that 

a service dog has access to.  She shops at Costco, goes to restaurants 

(and doesn’t beg!  Which makes me wonder if they actually received the 

right puppy!), and attends church every Sunday.   

 

When she is wearing her vest she is ‘on duty’ and is focused on Butch; she doesn’t visit with other people, or 

accept any treats or attention, only from Butch.  When Butch takes her vest off, she can have the puppy crazies 

and zoom all over, play with dogs, get pets from people, and just be a puppy. 

 

Somehow Spirit seemed to understand all of this from Day 1.  They’ve never had to correct her for being ‘off task’ 

when in her vest, and she never wastes a minute of puppy time when she’s out of her vest! 

 

Continued…
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It is an absolute wonder to see the difference one dog can make in a person’s life.  Butch is in a much better state  

of mind, the anxiety, panic attacks, night terrors, have all dramatically decreased.  He is busy every day, training,  

playing with, grooming, and just cuddling his dog.  When out in public he is once again talking to people who ask 

about Spirit; explaining what a Psychiatric Service Dog is, and explaining what it means to have PTSD. 

 

And it’s not just Butch that benefits.  Theresa has a husband back and the kids have their father. 

 

Butch, Theresa, and Spirit were also asked to be part of a national press conference discussing the need for 

PSD’s and looking at the disparity between Canada and the United States.  The US has been providing PSD’s for 

their veterans suffering from PTSD for quite a few years; they piloted Paws for Purple Hearts and Courageous 

Companions.  Canada still does not provide dogs or ANY funding to veterans needing a service dog.  Maybe 

Butch and Spirit will help pave the way for new legislation and help for future veterans? 

 

 

 

 

 

Theresa and Butch (on behalf of Kinring's Spirit of Grace) would like 

to say THANK YOU to everybody that donated through CNASA. 

Your donations will help to make the very expensive road ahead for 

Spirit's service dog training possible. We are overwhelmed at the 

kindness that this community has shown towards us and we 

appreciate all of you more than words can express.  

 

And to Shawna Wiebe of Kinring Australian Shepherds THANK YOU 

for the most beautiful, loveable, perfectly matched puppy :) Spirit is 

the most amazing service animal candidate and she is doing very 

well in her training. Her temperament could not be more suited to her 

job! If we only had $1.00 for everybody that states "Isn't she cute" we 

would have no trouble paying for her training! 

  

Butch, Theresa, and Spirit

 

 

 I would like to offer my sincere Thanks to everyone who donated to the Spirit training fund.  That includes 

CNASA, who donated $500!  For me, this whole process has not felt like ‘giving’, it has felt like being 

offered the privilege of helping.   

 

Thank you, 

Shawna Wiebe
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That of course, doesn’t grant us license to ignore our problems, or worse yet, to conceal information. Without open 

and frank disclosures, the very risk reduction strategies that allow breeders to manage disease frequency are 

impossible. 

 

The first priority for breed clubs is to update our old strategies and accept that genetic disease is a normal part of 

the makeup of good dogs. While normalizing defects may seem heresy to some, it is only through accepting there 

is no such thing as a “clear” dog that modern breeding programs will survive the wave of information that is 

beginning to come ashore.  As previously mentioned, new DNA tests are uncovering gene frequencies in some 

breeds that have the potential to result in the total collapse of gene pools, if efforts at reduction are not carried out 

with extreme caution. It’s imperative that breed clubs get out ahead of this, and begin the re-education process 

now. 

 

Of course, talking about transformation is easy; putting it into practice at the kennel level, much harder. 

 

Reality Bites 
 

“I just got back from the clinic. I don’t know what to do.”  

 

Anyone who has found themselves slumped in a chair with a CERF form in one hand and a drink in the other 

knows the feeling. 

 

For a disturbingly large segment of the fancy, the only “ethical” response is to search for a sword to fling one’s 

breeding program upon - the more publicly, the better. Not because it’s the logical, rational thing to do, but so that 

they may hold themselves up as morally superior. Every breed club has influential members who hold these well-

intentioned, but destructive views. It’s time to confront them with reason. 

Defective genes have been part of the makeup of breeds for scores of generations. Most became widespread long 

before veterinary science had the ability to identify, diagnose and treat them, and those breeds managed to 

survive. Your breeding program can survive, too - but it’s up to you. There is no need to cure Rome in a day. Nor is

there any need to sacrifice the best animals in a breeding program to avoid criticism from the uninformed 

and just plain vindictive among your peers. Pleasing your enemies does not turn them into friends. 

 

The first step, particularly for the novice breeder who is facing genetic disease for the first time, is to give yourself 

breathing room. Take no action until your emotions are under control. Go to the field trial, continue your coat work, 

enter the shows you had planned. Your kennel’s participation in the competitive arena should not change because 

you’ve had a bad diagnosis - indeed, this is when you most need to remind yourself of the rewards that come from 

your involvement in dogs. Certainly, some exhibitors may beak and complain. Ignore them. 

 

Continued….
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Take a few weeks to research the defect and your pedigrees. Ask yourself a list of questions designed to 

determine to hat extent the defect can be tolerated in your breeding program, if it must be tolerated, and what 

impact you will allow it to have on future breeding plans. 

 

1. Does the defect cause significant for pain or reduction in lifespan of the dog? Do affected animals pose a risk to 

others (aggression behaviors, etc.)? Do effective reatments exist? If chronic, is it difficult or expensive to diagnose 

or treat? 

 

Generally, the more serious the effect on the dog’s well-being and the owner’s pocketbook, the less likely you or 

others will want to risk producing others who might suffer from it. 

 

2. Is the problem common in your breed or the family line? Is it rare? Does it represent something new? 

 

There may be nothing to gain from retiring a dog because he carries a gene that’s prevalent in the gene pool. 

Removing him won’t reduce the gene frequency, controlled breeding won’t increase it. It may be the “cost of doing 

business” in that line or breed until improved screening protocols come along. Learning to live with it may be the 

only choice available. 

 

Conversely, the dog that carries a novel defect has the potential to transform a rare mutation into a common one. 

Such a dog is capable of raising gene frequencies and introducing disease into lines that are currently clear from it,

so must be handled with discretion if bred. 

 

3. Can it be diagnosed in a puppy, or does it show up after the dog is placed in a home, or has embarked on a 

breeding career? 

 

The earlier a defect can be diagnosed, the easier it is to manage in a breeding program. The pain isn’t visited on 

buyers and the issue remains a “breeder’s problem”. 

 

4. Is the mode of inheritance known? 

 

The more one knows about the mode of inheritance, the easier it is to balance pedigrees and work around, or even

eliminate a problem. (If not, don’t draw conclusions as to the genetic status of the parents and offspring. Some 

modes of inheritance are quite complex, and expression intermittent.) 

 

When those questions have been considered, they must be placed into context: 

 

1. What is the quality of the affected/carrier animal? Does it possess outstanding virtues or is it just average? What 

does the rest of the health and genetic profile look like? Is it likely to produce puppies that are worth the effort? 

Continued….
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               2. Is the affected animal from a prosperous family line, or is it rare? 

 

This may require digging deep into your pedigrees, as few modern breeders or even breed clubs are as aware of 

the originating lines of their breed as they should be. Rare and distinct family lines may carry valuable alleles 

important to the genetic diversity and future health of the breed and their extinction should be avoided at all costs. 

Line preservation trumps genetic disease concerns in all but the most extreme cases. These are the dogs for 

which the “baby and bathwater” analogy was created. 

 

Decision Time 
 
So, let us return to our breeder’s CERF form, now that the drink is finished. 

 

In this simplified example, the dog has been diagnosed with cataracts. Cataracts are fairly frequent in the breed. 

While some research is underway, no DNA test exists. Not much is known about the inheritance, other than it 

appears to be familial. Cataracts 

can result in complications and surgery, but most affected dogs live fairly normal lives despite them. 

 

Now, what about the dog and her pedigree? 

 

As you may have deduced, there is no one answer that fits all. 

 

A) The bitch is from a popular line. She’s of good quality, but not exceptional. She has a normal-eyed half sister 

who is two years older. The breeder decides to spay her - there’s more where she came from. 

 

B) The bitch is fabulous, with an impressive show career. She’s from a popular line, but has never been bred. The 

breeder chooses a complimentary sire of a line with low incidence of cataracts, with the goal of producing a 

daughter he can carry on with. 

 

C) The bitch is the last daughter of a rare branch of the breed. She is of good quality and general health. The 

breeder decides to line breed her to a CERF normal sire who is well up in years, that compliments her type and 

fortifies her unique pedigree 

 

All have made rational decisions. Breeding the average bitch from a popular line isn’t likely to advance anyone’s 

interests. Spaying an exceptional bitch without ensuring she has a chance to pass on her virtues is not in the long-

term interests of any breed. (Mediocre dogs carry disease genes, too!) The breeder who goes on with an affected 

bitch from a threatened line also has his priorities straight. When in doubt, advance the line. A carrier son or 

daughter might some day produce puppies that test clear, but quality descendants must exist, or there will be 

nothing to test. 

Continued….
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               None of these strategies suggest that a dog with a serious genetic defect should be offered at public stud, or his 

puppies sold to prolific kennels. But between popular sire and sterilization is a very large middle ground in which 

dogs that are not suitable for wide use can still make a positive contribution. 

 

As breeders, we have been entrusted with something very precious - a bitch line. Every time one of us fails to 

produce dogs of sufficient quality to carry it forward, we fail that trust. When we become lazy and indifferent about 

promoting our good dogs to others, we fail again. The daughter of the daughter fails to produce a daughter that 

carries on, another branch of the breed dies and the gene pool narrows a tiny bit more. 

 

Doing the “Right” Thing 
 
When managing genetic disease, there is seldom a “one size fits all” solution. Breed clubs need to recognize that 

individuals have different priorities and challenges, and accommodate this when issuing recommendations. 

 

Most of all, we must recognize the absolute importance of the “human factor” in preserving families and advancing 

breeds. Breeders are most motivated when they are breeding for something - towards the good, not away from the 

bad. We need to acknowledge the power of beauty to inspire us, and pledge never to ask a colleague to give up 

on a dog or a line that they love in the pursuit of a goal that is unattainable - the disease-free breed. 

 

And we must forgive each other’s mistakes, for despite our best breeding intentions, there will be many. It’s not 

important that we all do the right thing - it’s only important 

that we don’t all do the wrong thing. When we force all breeders to do the same thing, we risk forcing all breeders 

to do the wrong thing. 

 

As for those two hundred champions that were retired from my breed to eliminate a single gene? I often wonder 

where we could have been today if only a handful of the best had been bred one or two times more. 

 

 

 

 

 

This article was first published in Canine Review and is printed here with the kind permission of the author.   

 

Catherine McMillan is a noted breeder of Miniature Schnauzers and a freelance commercial artist living in Delisle, 

Saskatchewan.  Her dogs and her art can be seen on her website http://www.katewerk.com and she blogs at 

http://www.smalldeadanimals.com 
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UURRBBAANN  HHEERRDDIINNGG  WWIITTHH  BBAALLLLSS------TTRREEIIBBBBAALLLL  
                                                                                            Pronounced try-ball 

 

 

There are definite differences between herding animals and herding balls. Balls are inanimate objects and do not 

have flight response therefore Balls are more predictable. The dog does not have to come into direct contact with 

the animal it is herding, the dog can use “eye” or the manner and speed or distance to the animals can influence 

the animals being moved. For the dog to move the balls, it must come into direct contact with the ball using the 

nose or shoulders. (Biting the ball or using the feet to move the ball is to be avoided) You do not have to have a 

large area to keep them and nor do you have to feed them. They are relatively inexpensive. Sheep are flight 

animals as are goats, cows or ducks. Generally, flocks of animals will need more space and faster decision. 

Changing a dog over from Herding animals to herding balls is not as easy as it would appear it should be. Also 

using the same dog for herding balls and sheep ducks or cattle, and switching back and forth between balls and 

animals can ruin a good sheep or cattle herding dog. Several foundation skills are required and I have broken 

them into training skill in the article. As well as the foundation skills, dogs need to have a reliable sit, down, come, 

stay, attention, and heelwork (on both sides) They should have impulse control, some distance control and a 

retrieve or fetch cue. Driving the ball is the task that earns a high value reward when you begin teaching the 

behavioural skills but it does not take long for the act of driving the ball back to you to become the dog’s reward. It 

is important to teach the dog not to get “over the top” when herding the balls. This will result in loss of control of the

ball and also your loss of control over the exercise. 

 

BASIC OF TREIBBALL  
 
The Ball Herding playing field is 100’ to 164’ long by 50’ to 82’ wide field. The goal area can be a regular soccer 

type goal 8’ by 24’ or similar pen for practice (see Materials).The ball in play must stay on the playing area of the 

field. 

Eight (8) exercise balls are placed in a triangular shape, similar to billiards with the tip pointed away from the goal 

pen. (only exercise balls are allowed during competitive events) The color of the balls has no relevance and the 

size of the balls should suit the size of the dogs. 

The dog has a maximum of 15 minutes to bring all 8 balls into the goal and the timing starts with the outrun signal 

by the handler and timing is stopped as soon as all eight balls are in the goal, and the dog is lying down in front of 

the handler. The fastest dog and handler team with the fewest error points wins. 

At the Novice, Intermediate and Advanced Level: The order in which the balls are driven into the goal is not 

required. 

Masters Level: The order in which the balls are driven into the goal may be specified by the judge. 

 

Continued….
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               RULES OF PLAY 
 

The dog must do an outrun beyond the balls, stop or pause and wait for the handler’s direction before driving the 

ball. Scoring is based on form as well as time. A dog that brings the ball straight into the goal in a shorter time 

period will score better than a dog that takes the ball around the field or takes more time to bring the ball in. Time 

plus penalties must equal less than the standard course time to have a qualifying score. A clean run with no 

penalties will always win over a run with penalties. For especially good teamwork, the team will receive bonus 

points. The handler may only move within a given 18’ radius from the center of the goal to 10’ beyond the goal or 

within arm’s length without incurring penalty points. The handler’s crook /stock stick may not be used to move a 

ball outside the goal area but can be used inside the handler’s arc and inside of the goal area. The handler may 

not move the ball when it is outside the handler’s arc. (See Diagram #1) The handler can direct his dog with 

whistles and verbal and physical cues from the goal but the dog should be given as few redirecting cues as 

possible. A dog may bark while driving but loses points if barking at any other time. The dog may not bite or break 

the ball. The handler should not shout at, punish, force or intimidate the dog. No outside assistance will be allowed 

in competition. 

 

BONUS POINTS  Bonus points will deduct 15 seconds per point  

One cue is used to send dog on the outrun to go 
beyond the ball triangle and upon second cue the dog 
drives the ball creating one fluid motion  

3 points  

Dog stops upon being is given “stop cue” before 
beginning to drive the first ball at the tip of the triangle  2 points  

An additional cue for the dog to be sent to the ball at 
the tip of  the triangle where he starts driving the ball.  1 point  

The handler uses the crook/stock stick solely for 
holding the balls in the goal  2 points  

The crook or stock stick is used only once to stop the 
ball.  1 point  

 

PENALTY POINTS  Penalties points will add 15 seconds per point  

The handler leaves the goal post radius  1 point  

The dog begins to drive the balls on the wrong side of 
the triangle.  1 point  

The ball that the dog is driving rolls out of the formal 
field.  1 point  

Constant barking of the dog while he is not driving  
 1 point  

Use of crook/stock stick to drive the ball.  1 point  

The handler uses harsh or undue pressure on the dog 
through voice or signals  

2 points for each occurrence 3rd occurrence will result 
in disqualification  

 

Continued…. 
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DISQUALIFICATIONS  

Should the judge deem that the dog is under too much stress, or if the continuation of the game does not seem to 
be in the interest of the dog. (i.e.: dog is not having fun) then he/she may ask the handler to take the dog out of the 
event.  

The handler is causing psychological discomfort for the dog. The use of loud voice corrections causing the dog to 
show signs of fear or stress. The judge will caution the handler twice (2 x ) and disqualify the team on the third 
offense  

The handler uses physical correction  

The Handler uses the stock stick or the crook to intimidate the dog. i.e.: striking the ground near the dog  

More than one handler and one dog on the field at any time during competition.  
The dog destroys the ball.  

The team does not bring all the balls in within the course time.  

 

 
GETTING STARTED 
 
The first behaviour required is for the dog to be interested in the ball. I start with a ball of harder plastic such as the 

Jolly Ball as this type of ball discourages the dog from biting the ball right from the start. Basketballs work well 

also. You want to discourage the dog from biting the ball and using its feet. Moving the ball with the shoulders or 

body is permitted. I will then progress to a gym or exercise ball once the dog understands more behaviours 

associated with TREIBBALL especially understanding not to bite the ball. 

Continued…. 
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               When introducing the ball, start with the dog in a small area (so the ball does not move around too quickly or too 

far) and place the ball in the dog’s area and wait for any interaction with the ball. If the dog sniffs the ball, I will 

mark that either with a “yes” or a “clicker” The goal is to have the dog go to the ball and offer a desired behaviour. 

Often dogs will bump the ball with their nose. I would mark that behaviour. Any undesirable behaviour such as 

biting the ball or putting their feet on the ball would not be reinforced. I will then begin teaching each foundation 

behaviour separately and only put them together when the dog understands each behavior and always returning to 

a close distance when adding the steps together. 

 

TERMINOLOGY 
 

“Outrun  Dog leaves to arc around behind the ball  

“Lift “  Dog is the balance position to begin moving the balls  

“Fetch”  Dog begins to collect the ball to bring back  

“Driving  Dog pushing the balls ahead of him/herself directly to the handler  

“Penning  Dog herds the balls into a goal or fenced pen  

“Come By or Go By”  Clockwise –Dog moves to its right  

“Way to me  Counter Clockwise-Dog moves to its left  

“Walk Up”  Come up behind the object in order to move it  

“Balance”  Correct Position Behind the Ball to Handler  

“There”  Balance point behind ball or object. Direct line thru center of obstacle to handler  

“Go Back”  Go back where the dog came from---used to reset the dog  

“Go Around”  Circle the object “Target or Touch Pads”  

“Look Back”  Directs the dog to look for a missing or dropped ball  

M & R  Mark and Reward  

 

TOUCH PAD-TARGET & “THERE” 
 
I like to introduce the word “THERE” as the marker for the dog’s position (balance to you) on the target. It is the 

marker for the dog’s correct position behind the ball the marker for the dog to stop and turn to face you and the ball 

directly in front. If your marker is a clicker or the word yes, then use the known marker and add the new marker 

“There” in conjunction and then gradually fade out the known marker. Dog may sit or down or stand, but must stop 

on the target area. I will begin by standing close to and facing the target. I place a treat on the target pad and, let 

the dog go to the target to get the treat. M & R. Next I send the dog to the target when he/she picks up treat. 

Continued…. 
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I lure the dog to turn and sit or down. M & R. I repeat this process until the dog upon release, readily goes to the 

target and then turns and sits/downs. M & R. I will then sit or stand the dog on either side of the target, next to the 

target and behind the target and release the dog to the target to proof understanding of the behaviour. M & R 

Should the dog not understand the new required behaviour, ALWAYS go back to the previous step. Move the 

target to different places in the room or yard, add distance gradually when the dog understands that sitting or lying 

down on the target merits rewards. Add objects between the target and handler when the dog will quickly, 

consistently and confidently go out a distance to sit or down on the target. (Do not use a ball as a distraction at the 

start.)Stay close to the target so you can reward quickly. Once the dog is successful with the first steps, you can 

move onto the final step which is to remove the targets. Return closer to the ball to begin lining up the dog properly 

behind the ball without the use of targets. (Diagram #2) 

 
TEACHING PUSH or BUMP 
 
There are several methods that can be used to teach your dog the word “push or bump” I use the word push 

throughout but you may choose a word you are comfortable with and use that word. One method is to first teach 

the dog a hand target bump, then transfer that to a door then when the dog understands to bump/push the door 

open, this behaviour can then be transferred to the ball. I prefer to start by placing the ball on the floor/ground with 

a treat directly under the ball in the area where you want the dog to bump/push. (Low-center of ball) M & R when 

the dog touches the ball where the food is and reinforce by tossing the dog a treat. The dog should return to the 

target spot after each push to help teach the dog to stay straight behind the ball. Reposition the ball in front of the 

dog before cueing the dog to push. Shape so that the dog progresses from bumping the ball to get the treat to the 

dog offering to move the ball knowing there is no treat under the ball but that the reinforcement will come from you. 

The goal is to have the dog bump/push the ball with his nose, causing the ball to roll away so that he/she can 

retrieve the treat. Marking the movement of the ball and tossing the dog a treat will begin the process making you 

the primary reinforcer. How fast the dog understands this behaviour depends on the dog’s drive . Should the dog 

starts barking at any stage of training stop and let the dog calm down. The dog may bark only when he/she is 

moving the ball or points are lost. Encourage the dog to play the game quietly but stopping the “play” and  

Continued….
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               continuing when the dog is quiet. I will start introducing the cue word “Walk Up” followed by “Push” Eventually I will 

drop the cue word “Push” . 

 

MOVING THE BALL TO THE HANDLER: 
 
I use a chute method as show and have the dog stand on the target area. Have the dog stand on the target area. 

The ball is directly “middle” of the chutes which are close together. Stand at the back of the chute and put the ball 

half way up the chute. (as shown) cue the dog to push the ball towards you. At the start mark and reward for each 

time the dog pushes towards you. Shape this until you have the dog pushing the ball all the way to you then 

increase the distance by moving the ball further away from where you are standing. Be sure to vary the distance 

and go back to short distances to reinforce the behaviour and also to move the ball around the target. 

 

TEACHING DIRECTIONAL CONTROL: 
 
Starting with 3 identical touch pads/targets, approximately 5 feet apart and slightly in front I will help the dog as 

needed by luring a few times but it is important to progress to just using hand signals to move the dog to your right 

and left from one target to the other. I will begin using the words “Come By” and “Away to Me” at this point when 

the dog is moving in the right direction. The dog should wait for the cue to move from one touch pads/target to the 

next. Should the dog anticipate and move before the cue, return the dog to the original touch pad/target. Have the 

dog wait a few seconds before cueing to the next touch pad/target. M & R the correct behaviour. Do not scold the 

dog as it means the dog is trying to please. Once the dog is preforming the behaviour quickly and correctly then 

add a third target. Once the dog understands the behaviour and can move randomly between 1 & 3 as requested 

you can start adding distance from you to the targets and between the targets. Increase the difficulty by asking for 

two to three moves from one touch pad/target to the next. Mark and reward. Do not be hasty in fading the treats 

unless you are sure the dog understands the behaviour required. Fading treats too early may indicate to the dog 

that he made an error. Use variable reinforcement, one move a treat, two moves a treat so that the dog is never 

sure when the reward is coming. I will increase the degree of difficulty by varying the distance between targets, 

number of targets and my distance from the targets. Before introducing balls or other objects the dog should be 

confident in performing the behaviours required and do it a distance of 165’ to targets. Other objects such as 

pylons or upside down baskets can be paced in front of each target instead of balls. It facilitates the dog retrieving 

the correct ball if the dog learns to go to the balance position (There) and wait. The target is placed so that the dog 

is in the correct “balance” position on the opposite side of the object (straight line between dog and handler 

through the middle of the object). The dog needs to be able to push the ball out of holes or tight spots so it is 

important to teach them to push against pressure. This can be done by placing the ball in a small dip in the ground 

or putting something in front of the ball that requires the dog to push harder. Dog must be on the target area and 

must wait for the “push” cue. I also teach my dogs to move the ball out of a corner by placing the ball in a corner 

with enough room for the dog to circle behind the ball. I teach both directions and only let the dog move the ball  

Continued….
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when cued to do so.(Diagram #3) 

 

To help the dog understand to move away from the handler in an arc when sent directionally, I widen the chute 

entrance to the net creating an outward arc and have the dog sitting at the outside corner of the chute from here I 

will send the dog to the target. I work the dog on both sides. Once the dog understands this behaviour, I will add 

the ball in front of the target. 

 

ADDING MORE BALLS to the PICTURE: 
 
The dog should be pushing the ball directly to you at a distance of about 15’ then going back to his target spot 

before progressing to adding more balls. The dog will not be required to push the balls to start. Place 2 balls with 

about 5’ between them and a target behind each. If needed, stabilize the ball by creating a ring around the ball with

a cloth-blanket or towel. Stand close to and between the two balls (diagram below #3) Direct the dog from one 

target spot to the other behind the balls. M & R the dog for correctly changing position as directed. DO not reward 

the dog if he/she pushes the ball. Reset the ball and restart. You may use a “wait” cue when the dog is on the 

target to help the dog understand not to push. You will add distance between the balls separately from adding your 

distance to the balls. You do not want to add pushing the balls until dog is consistent on directional control from 

ball to ball, the send away, and the “wait” on a target spot. Alternate which ball you send our dog to.  

It is important not to rush the foundation training. Remember to go back to what the dog was successful at if 

he/she does not understand when you add more difficult behaviors. 

  

Treibball is not about the dog pushing the balls randomly and wildly around the field in the hopes that he/she will 

finally get them in the goal net. It is important to try and keep the dog calm. Take more time so it takes less time is 

a saying I go by. 

 

This article is presented with the kind permission of the author,  Bev Hurst ~ Lein Re’d Performance Plus 

Australian Shepherds. 

Bev has trained and competed in Herding with her dogs and has attended many herding seminars with renowned 

trainers such as Lynne Leach, Tanya Wheeler and Steve Shope.  For information on classes and the TREIBBALL 

training manual contact www.k9101.ca 
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From Bev Hurst (Lein Reg’d Performance Plu

 

RAVEN (22 months of age) earned her AAC agility

games title. She earned her CKC Novice & Novice

 

VEGAS earned q’s in AAC Master gamblers-jump

September of this year. (She is just short of her At

 

ARROW earned a EX Bronze in Snookers and ea

a few q’s short of EX Bronze in all events. 

 

From Jessie Dare (Sendoa Australian Shephe

I am beyond thrilled with our first ASCA National!  

Wisconsin looking to have some fun and we came

holding our heads high. 

 

"Trad" - CH. Terra-Blue What's On Tap - was RW

Pre-Show under Senior Breeder  Judge Heather H

the National he was second in the Open Red Dog

Senior Breeder Judge Claire Thomas. 

 

I am so proud of this young boy,... 
BBrraaggss……  

s Australian Shepherds) in Ontario,,,, 

 

Lein’s XS Ability  - “Crump” left  

CGN AG.N, ADC, SGDC, CRNMCL,CRNT 

 

Lein’s Won’t Stop Tilgetenuf  - “Raven” right  

CGN, ADC, G.N AGNJ, CRNMCL, CRNT  

 

CRUMP (22 months of age) earned his AAC Agility 

Games title in one weekend and his Novice Standard 

in 3 weekends. He earned his CKC Novice Standards 

title in 2 days as well as 1 JWW qualifying score.  

 Starters Standard title and is missing one jumpers q for her 

 JWW title in 2 weekends.  

ers-standards & snookers. (she was on maternity leave until 

ch)  

rned a total of 22 q’s in AAC masters events ending the year just 

rds) in BC… 

We left for 

 home 

D at the first 

erron, and at 

 Class under 

Continued….. 
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From Shawna Wiebe (Kinring Australian Shepherds) in Manitoba,,,, 

 

We can’t resist a small brag about our girl Kinring's 
Flooded With Attitude PCD aka “Pepi”,  owned, trained, 

trialed, and loved by Keri Hudson Reykdal DVM. 

 

At 10 months of age, she has 8 points CKC in 2 weekends 

of showing, a PCD without ever taking a class or even 

watching obedience, and a repertoire of tricks that makes 

Pepi a star when she visits senior homes or just shows off in 

the set up or hotel room! 

 

Watch out Novice A, Crocus show in February! 

And Pepi is showing some very nice style and control on sheep and cattle.  Coming soon to a stock arena near 

you! 
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The CNASA directors for the 2011

• President - Clare Park – a

• Vice President - Debbie M

• Secretary - Gail Stephens

• Treasurer - Kelly St-Jacq

Directors - at - Large 

• Zone 1 - B.C./Yukon - Jes

• Zone 2 - Alberta - Kim Sc

• Zone 3 - Man/Sask/NWT 

• Zone 4 - Ontario/Nunavut

• Zone 5 - Quebec - Carolin

• Zone 6 - NB/NS/PEI/NL -

 

 

 

Many members have indicated on

If you would like to bring your tale

Contact the Committee Chair (if n  

member - you'll be welcomed with

 

• Public Information/Educ

• Constitution/Bylaws/Co

• Hall of Fame and Top D

• Health/Genetics 

• Membership - Chairpers

• National Specialty - 201

• Newsletter - Chairperson

 

Brief descriptions 
 
TThhee  22001111//1122  EExxeeccuuttiivvee  &&  DDiirreeccttoorrss

-12 term 

lchera@sympatico.ca  

arkowski- Ironwill@Telusplanet.net 

 - kirrabilli@xplornet.ca 

ues - hit2b@rogers.com 

sie Dare - sendoaaussies@gmail.com 

hmidt - kschmidt@canopycanada.net 

- Rhonda Shewchuk - rsdogs@gmail.com 

 - Marney Cook – blktri@vianet.ca  

e Carrier - sweetnsour@hotmail.fr 

 Angela Slauenwhite - angelaandcollin@hotmail.com 

CCoommmmiitttteeeess  

 their Membership Applications that they are willing to work on Committees.   

nts and hard work to one of these Committees  PLEASE DO NOT BE SHY!!  

amed) or your Zone Director and let her know of your willingness to be a working

 open arms!! 

ation - Chairperson - Angela Slauenwhite - angelaandcollin@hotmail.com 

de of Ethics/French Translations 

og - Chairperson - Caroline Carrier - sweetnsour@hotmail.fr  

on - Clare Park - alchera@sympatico.ca 

2 National Chair – Clare Park –  alchera@sympatico.ca  

 - Gail Stephens -  kirrabilli@xplornet.ca 

of the work carried out by each Committee can be found on the website 

http://www.cnasa.ca/committees.htm
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mailto:kirrabilli@xplornet.ca
mailto:hit2b@rogers.com
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mailto:blktri@vianet.ca
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The End… 
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